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Computer Cat CD – Donna & Andy 

The Penguin Ball single-song print music download (vocal score and accompaniment) 

Computer Cat Song collection – printed or e-book 

12 songs, vocal pages, accompaniments 
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Activity 
#
1 (Fine Arts: Music) 

Introduce the song 
 
Imagine you are going somewhere very special. 
You are going to get all dressed up in your best clothes. 
Pretend the special place is a fancy ball. 
While you are imagining this lovely ball, listen to the instrumental accompaniment track. 
Use movement that fits with the style of the music.  
 Is it fast or slow? 
 Is it jumpy or smooth? 
You may want to close your eyes and sway to the music. 
Can you feel the beat groups of the notes? They are in groups of three. 
This song is a waltz. It is a graceful dance with the beats divided into groups of three.  
You may try to do some waltzing. 
Pretend you are a conductor and keep the beat using a three-beat pattern (see activity #4) 
 or just move your hands gracefully as if they are waltzing. 
Listen to the performance track of the song to see who is waltzing to this music. Penguins! 
Listen to the whole song to hear what the penguins do at the Penguin Ball. 
On another day, have your own penguin ball using the instrumental accompaniment track. 
 
Preparation / supplies: Instrumental accompaniment track  
 Performance track 

 
 

Activity 
#
2 (Fine Arts: Music) 

Directed listening 
 
Listen to the first verse of the performance track to answer these questions: 

Who is the story about? penguins 
What are they doing? waltzing and dancing 
What are they wearing? black and white 
How often do they have the Penguin Ball? once a year 
Where are the penguins going? to the Penguin Ball 

Listen to the next section of the music. 
How do they dance? whirling, dipping, sliding, slipping, dancing together cheek to cheek 
Where are they dancing? by moonlight on the beach, Frozen Atlantic 

In the last verse the penguins have to leave the ball and go home. 
They are sad to have to stop their dancing fun. 
 How do you know they don’t want to go home? they sigh when they stop 
They say goodnight when they have finished waltzing. 
 What do they do as they waddle out of sight? they hum bits of music 
 What instruments do you hear? harp, glockenspiel, cello, French horn 
Why do you think the penguins have a ball once a year? answers will vary 
 
Preparation / supplies: Performance track 
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Activity #3 (Fine Arts: Music, Dance) 

Learn about the waltz 
 

The dictionary defines the waltz as “a smooth, graceful dance in triple time”. 
Move to triple time by thinking of the steps: step tip toe, step tip toe. The first step is a bit larger 

and the other two steps are small. It is a bit of a funny joke to imagine waddling penguins 
moving gracefully as they waltz at the penguin ball! 

Listen to some other waltzes such as the Waltz of the Flowers by Tchaikovsky, or the Blue Danube  
 by Strauss. Strauss was a composer who was well known for the many waltzes he wrote. 
 

Preparation / supplies: Recording of Tchaikovsky’s Waltz of the Flowers  
 Recording of Blue Danube or other Strauss waltzes 
 
 

Activity 
#
4 (Fine Arts: Music) 

Conduct yourself with class 
 

Learn how to do the conducting pattern for triple time. It looks a bit like a triangle. 
Use your right hand to make the shape in the air: down, right, up. 
             

                      1                            
 
 

 

     2 

The initial down stroke for beat one is called the downbeat. 
Listen to The Penguin Ball and be the conductor using the three beat conducting pattern. 
 Start the downbeat of your three-beat pattern on the word “waltz”. 
Have some students play triangles or finger cymbals on every beat 1 as you conduct. 
 

Preparation / supplies: Triangles or finger cymbals 
 Performance or instrumental accompaniment track 
 
 

Activity #5 (Fine Arts: Visual Art) 

Have a ball with art 
 

Paint a picture of the penguin ball. Will all the penguins be dancing? Perhaps some will stand 
and watch the others. Perhaps it will be like a dance competition. 

Will any of the penguins be wearing anything besides black and white? Perhaps they will wear 
a corsage, a fancy bowtie, or a scarf. 

Create a picture book about the penguin ball. 
Include pictures of penguins arriving; whirling, dipping and waltzing penguins; fancy dance 
 moves; and penguins sadly saying goodbye and going home at the end of the evening. 
Share your book with other students in the class, or present a copy to the library to be shared. 
Share your book with someone in your family. 
 

Preparation / supplies: Art supplies 
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Activity 
#
8 (Language Arts, Fine Arts: Music, Drama) 

Read the rhythm 
 

Present the lyrics using chart paper, or other group-presentation format. 
Point to the words to assist the class as the students read the lyrics together. 
Alternate vocal groupings on selected lines, e.g. boys on one line, girls on another, all the  

students in one row, all students wearing sneakers, all students in a blue chair, etc. 
Clap every syllable of the words as you read them. You will be clapping the “rhythm of the 
 words”. 
Clap the rhythm of the words without saying them out loud (inner hearing). 
Choose selected words and have a small group of students provide sound or visual effects for  
 the word(s) you have selected. e.g. on the word “romantic” have the students say “ahhh” 
 and clasp their hands over their hearts, on “frozen” say “brrrr”, etc. 
 

Preparation / supplies: Lyrics prepared for group use 

 
 

Activity 
#
9 (Language Arts) 

A classy story 
 

Have a student start a story about a penguin who is going to the ball. 
Each student adds one sentence to the story. 
The story may be completed once everyone has had a turn, or a signal is given by the teacher. 
Create a video of your story. 
Write your story in a book. 
 

Preparation / supplies: Video recording device 
 Writing materials 

 
 

Activity #10 (Fine Arts: Drama) 

Create a penguin costume 
 

Create a simple penguin costume for all your penguin songs and performances. 
Dress entirely in black. 
Cut the corners of an 8 ½ x 14 sheet of white paper to create rounded corner edges. 
Pin the white paper to the front of your shirt. 

You are ready to penguin line dance, sing a penguin song, recite a penguin poem, or just waddle 
 wherever you wish to go. 
Take a picture of each penguin student. 
Create a display with all your penguin pictures. 
 

Preparation / Supplies: White 8 ½ x 14 paper (legal size) 
 Pins 
 Black clothes 
 Camera 
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Penguin Math 
 

1. Ten penguins go for a swim. Two penguins get eaten.  
 How many penguins are left? 

Write a math sentence to represent this sad story. 

Circle the penguins that come back from swimming. 
  

          

 
2. Put the penguins into groups of 2 to go to the dance. 

How many groups are there? 
 

 

                   

 
3. Draw lines to match one adult penguin with each baby. 
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The Penguin Ball 
 

 
See them waltz, see them dance, see the penguins 
All dressed in black and white. 
They are here once a year for the dancing, 
At the penguin ball tonight. 
 
Whirling and dipping, sliding and slipping, 
Dancing together cheek to cheek. 
Frozen Atlantic, it’s so romantic, 
Dancing by moonlight on the beach. 
 
See them waltz, see them dance, see the penguins 
All dressed in black and white. 
They are here once a year for the dancing, 
At the penguin ball tonight. 

 

Instrumental 
 

Hear them sigh, see them stop,  
See the penguins so sadly say goodnight. 
Waltzing done, hear them hum bits of music 
As they waddle out of sight. 

 
 

Words and music by Donna Rhodenizer 
© Copyright 1996, 2020 Donna Rhodenizer / Red Castle Publishing 
ISMN 979-0-53009-0-007-7 
Original publication: Computer Cat song collection © RCP 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Performance and accompaniment tracks available in digital or CD format 
Print music available as single song download or included in Song Collection  
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